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School Mission: 

In partnership with families and community, Carson Elementary challenges its students to achieve 
their full potential to be productive citizens. 

School Vision: 

Carson students will be: Proficient in reading, writing, and mathematics and able to apply these skills 
across all curricular areas. Critical thinkers who are able to solve complex problems. Engaged, 
self-directed, life-long learners. Effective listeners and communicators. Able to understand 
and respect diversity. 

Each teacher, principal, and school in the Puyallup School District will: 

 set measurable annual goals aligned to district and state outcomes,

 base goals on benchmark indicators and data around three goal areas (see below),

 define improvement activities and implementation plans that support achievement of the goals,
and

 report on the results of this improvement process

Dr. John Parker



GOAL 1: EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

What is the goal? 
We will focus on equity and social justice in order to promote collective responsibility, build a positive learning culture, 
and close the achievement gap. 

What SMART goals will help us achieve this outcome? What data do we have to validate this goal (indicators)? Using that 
data, what is our established baseline? 

GOAL 

Promote equity throughout the Carson community through examining identity and engaging in 
critical conversations around culture and diversity. 

OPTIONAL GOALS 

− Opportunity gap goal (student access to AP/CITHS/RS/CTE) 



Action Steps 
What action steps do we think will 
generate improvement? 

Evidence 
What evidence will we use to 
measure progress? 

Resources/Timeline 
What are the best resources? 
What is an appropriate 
timeline for the action steps? 

Individual Commitments 
Who will be involved? 
What will they do? 
(Name/Role/Action) 

Implement Morning Meeting 30 
minutes per day to build a positive 
and productive classroom 
community 

• Teacher self-reporting
• Classroom walk throughs

• Responsive Classroom

• Second Step Curriculum

• K-6 Teachers will consistently
implement Morning Meeting

Implement Second Step lessons, 
weekly in all K-6 grade classrooms 

• Teacher self-reporting
• Classroom walk throughs

• Second Step Curriculum • All Carson Staff will use common 
language from the Second Step
lessons.

• K-6 teachers will consistently
teach Second Step Lessons

Create an “All About Me” Template 
highlighting background, identity, 
interests, family, etc.  

• Completed template for each 
staff member on display

• “All About Me” Template
• Time to complete this project
• Staff templates by March 15
• Student projects complete by

June 1

• Diversity Team to create the
template and distribute to the
staff

Diversity Day with an evening Family Event 
focused on celebrating many different 
cultures, backgrounds, etc.  

• Increased numbers of
presenters and participants

• Involvement of community
partners

• REACH Curriculum
• Community partnerships
• Relationships with families

on-going throughout the year

• Diversity Team to plan the
cumulative event in June

• Staff to reach out to all families
and as many community
members as possible



GOAL 2: COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS 

What is the goal? 

We will increase college and career readiness in order to ensure that each student is prepared for a meaningful 
post-secondary opportunity. 

What SMART goals will help us achieve this outcome? What data do we have to validate this goal (indicators)? Using that 
data, what is our established baseline? 

GOAL 
1. Empowering Environment: Teachers and students will demonstrate and engage in a scholarly environment

daily by utilizing common language, the characteristics of successful teachers, students, and classrooms,
while implementing organization and note taking, as determined by individual grade levels.

2. All teachers will implement Student Trimester Assessments for all three (3) trimesters. Teachers will submit
scores for Organization, Note-taking and Levels of Questions. All grade-levels will also create rubrics for
levels of questions that fit the development of their students.

3. Students in AVID trained 4th – 6th grade classes will understand and learn to write the three (3) AVID levels
of questions utilizing Costa’s Levels of Thinking and Questioning within core content areas, with an
emphasis on higher level questions.

OPTIONAL GOALS 

− Other College and Career Readiness goal? 



Action Steps 
What action steps do we think will 
generate improvement? 

Evidence 
What evidence will we use to 
measure progress? 

Resources/Timeline 
What are the best resources? 
What is an appropriate 
timeline for the action steps? 

Individual Commitments 
Who will be involved? 
What will they do? 
(Name/Role/Action) 

• Teachers and students will brainstorm
academic language to describe successful
teachers, students, and classrooms. (PBIS)

• Teachers and students will
brainstorm, discuss, and display
strategies of successful teachers and
students.

• Start in September
• All classes will create a visual of
successful students and teachers.
• AVID trained staff and administrators
• Teacher lesson plans
• Classroom observations
• Use of relevant AVID Elementary
materials
• Student reflections

All classroom teachers are committed to 
creating this visual with their students. 

As a site-team, we decided to fully 
implement in all classes at all grade- 
levels. We do understand organization, 
note-taking and levels of questions will 
look different depending on the grade- 
level. 

Those teachers that are new to Carson 
this year (3), will be informed by 
grade-level team-mates on how to 
score students and submit scores as a 
team into the folder in Schoology for 
everyone to have access to. 

All teachers will utilize the scoring rubric 
and have scores completed and 
submitted by October 31st. 

It is the expectation for all teachers to 
implement score tracking in all classrooms. 

• On Supplemental Days, AVID trained teachers
surveyed teachers on strategies they wanted to
see shared at Professional Development. They
also presented to staff on strategies utilizing all 
levels of questioning as well as how to teach
the levels of questioning to students.

• During collaboration days, teachers will:

Bring resources to share with team that 
focuses on levels of questioning. {Formative 
assessments, reflection entries, exit slips, ideas 
for checking for understanding}. 

• Pre/post assignments on levels of
questions; student work samples
shared; meeting dates; agendas of
grade-level PLC meetings; Pro. Dev.
Days where strategies are taught to
teachers; Project GLAD strategies;
Graffiti-wall, and classroom
observations.

• Training on levels of questioning
began at the start of the school
year.

• Implementation by AVID trained
teachers will be on- going
throughout the school year.

• Use of AVID Elementary
implementation resources,
activities, and hand-outs about
levels of questioning (posters as
well as DOK question starters)

• AVID trained staff and
administrators

• AVID trained teachers will provide
an overview of the following
expectations on a supplemental day: 
 Binders/folders
 Successful student/teacher
 Rubrics used to assess

student achievement

Those involved will include all AVID trained 
teachers as well as other teachers who would 
like to utilize the strategy with their students. 



Emphasizing career opportunities (including trade 
schools) as a path after high school instead of 
college as the only path. 

AVID nights will include introduction to 
different careers (Career Night). 

• Before the third trimester
• Previous Career night planning

notes for ideas

• AVID site team (leading, planning
and implementation)

• Teachers interested in volunteering
(managing the night of)

• Administration (implementation)
• PTA partnership (planning)



GOAL 3: INCREASED STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT (THROUGH GOAL-SETTING AND RTI) 

What is the goal? 

We will improve our instructional practices in order to ensure student growth and achievement. 

What SMART goals will help us achieve this outcome? What data do we have to validate this goal (indicators)? Using that 
data, what is our established baseline? 

 GOAL: 
We will implement cycles of principal/teacher/building goal setting and supporting RTI practices at 
Carson in order to increase student achievement in Grades 3-6 as measured by SBA Spring 2019. 

OPTIONAL GOAL: Other goals? Reference to Title Plan/goals (if applicable)

Indicators/Goals: 
Leadership/RTI Collaborative Meetings 
Tier 1 Instruction 
LAP Reading Interventions 
ELL Interventions 
Special Education Interventions 



Action Steps 
What action steps do we think will 
generate improvement? 

Evidence 
What evidence will we use to 
measure progress? 

Resources/Timeline 
What are the best resources? 
What is an appropriate 
timeline for the action steps? 

Individual Commitments 
Who will be involved? 
What will they do? 
(Name/Role/Action) 

1. Comprehensive and consistent
writing instruction

• Writing Strategies Book Study
• Create a Carson Writing Cadre

– every grade level to
determine best practices for
writing RTI

• Provide grade level scoring of
IAB’s

• Provide Intervention RTI
• Differentiate Instruction
• Create a purpose for writing –

Young Author’s Night

1. Difference in two
measured formative
assessments (CBA’s)

2. Measured growth on
Performance Task IAB’s
over the course of the
year

3. Demonstrate competency
on end of year ELA SBA

1. Common core annotated
papers

2. AIR-AST portal and related
resources

3. IAB frequency cycle
determined by team

Classroom teachers, Carson 
writing cadre 

2. Improve consistency
and expectation in
delivery of math
instruction

• Expectation: Quality first
instruction.

• Grade levels teaching the
same curriculum at a
similar pace

• Use of Quick Checks
• Agreed upon Pacing

• Classroom teachers
• Resource specialists

3. Multiple Student
Growth Goal Cycles per
year

Establish at least 3 SGG 
cycles per year based on 
essential learnings and 
assessment data. 

• 4-6 week goal cycles
• SMART goals are agreed on

by evaluator

• Teachers, administrators,
specialists,
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